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ITEM 2.02

Results of Operations and Financial Condition
On June 3, 2020, American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (the “Company”) issued a press release announcing, among other things, the
Company’s financial results for the first quarter ended May 2, 2020. A copy of this press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1.
The information in this Item 2.02, including the accompanying Exhibits, shall not be deemed to be “filed” for the purposes of
Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, nor shall such information be deemed incorporated by reference
in any filing under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, except as shall be expressly set forth by specific reference in such
filing.

ITEM 7.01

Regulation FD Disclosure
The Company’s management team held a conference call on June 3, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Time to review the first quarter
financial results. A replay of the conference call will be available beginning June 3, 2020 at 12:00 p.m. Eastern Time through June
10, 2020. To listen to the replay, dial 1-877-407-0789, or internationally dial 1-201-689-8562, and reference confirmation code
13695188. An audio replay of the conference call will also be available at http://investors.ae.com. A copy of the conference call
transcript is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.2.
This Current Report on Form 8-K (including the Exhibits hereto) contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements are based on the current beliefs and expectations of the
Company’s management and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ from those set forth in the
forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in the forwardlooking statements can be found in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended February 1, 2020, and in any
subsequently-filed quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, which have been filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission and are
available on our website and on the Securities and Exchange Commission’s website (www.sec.gov). The Company does not
undertake to update the forward-looking statements to reflect the impact of circumstances or events that may arise after the date
of the forward-looking statements.

ITEM

9.01

Financial Statements and Exhibits

(d) Exhibits
Exhibit
No.

Description

99.1

Press Release dated June 3, 2020 announcing first quarter 2020 financial results

99.2

Conference Call Transcript dated June 3, 2020

104

Cover Page Interactive Data File (embedded within the Inline XBRL document)
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Michael A. Mathias
Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer

Exhibit 99.1

American Eagle Outfitters Reports First Quarter Results
6.3.20
Digital demand accelerated, fueled by brand health and strong customer engagement
Aerie’s brand momentum continues
Early adoption of best-in-class health and safety measures for associates and customers
Fortified balance sheet provides foundation as AEO prepares to emerge with strength
PITTSBURGH — (BUSINESS WIRE) – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (NYSE: AEO) today reported EPS of ($1.54) for the 13 weeks ended May 2,
2020. This compared to $0.23 for the 13 weeks ended May 4, 2019. Adjusted EPS of ($0.84) this year excluded $0.70 of impairment and restructuring
charges discussed below and compared to adjusted EPS of $0.24 last year, which excluded $0.01 of restructuring costs.
Jay Schottenstein, AEO’s Chairman and Chief Executive Officer commented, “In the midst of this unprecedented crisis, the strong character of our
company and associates has been apparent. I’m extremely proud of the team’s agility and humanity as we have taken immediate actions to ensure the health
and safety of our people, preserve financial strength and prepare AEO for a new future. Store closures and aggressive inventory liquidation had a significant
impact on our first quarter financials. Yet customer engagement remained high and digital demand accelerated, well-exceeding our expectations. Aerie’s
performance was truly exceptional despite store closures.”
“I’m very pleased to see stores re-opening strong, supported by industry-leading health and sanitization measures to ensure safe and secure stores for our
associates and customers. American Eagle and Aerie will be well-positioned for the back-to-school and fall seasons. We will offer compelling new
collections and deliver the best customer experiences. AEO entered this crisis with a strong balance sheet and two of the most recognized, trusted and loved
brands. Recent liquidity measures will protect our financial strength and enable us to continue to invest in our business, further solidifying our competitive
position. We view this moment as an inflection point to accelerate strategies to emerge stronger, leaner, and more agile to effectively win in a
post-COVID-19 world.”
Adjusted amounts represent Non-GAAP results, as described in the accompanying GAAP to Non-GAAP reconciliations.
First Quarter 2020 Results
•

Total net revenue for the 13 weeks ended May 2, 2020 decreased $335 million, or 38% to $552 million compared to $886 million for the 13
weeks ended May 4, 2019.

•

By brand, American Eagle revenue decreased 45%, following a 5% increase last year. Aerie’s revenue decreased 2%, following a 28%
increase last year.

•

The company’s digital demand, as measured by ordered sales, increased 33%. Aerie rose 75% and AE increased 15%. First quarter digital
reported revenue was up 9%, reflecting strong demand, partly offset by temporary delays in fulfillment that led to higher than normal DC
backlogs. The company has since reduced backlogs from mid-April peaks.

•

Gross profit of $28 million compared to $325 million last year. The gross margin rate of 5.1% compared to 36.7% last year. The gross profit
dollar decline primarily reflected the reduction in store revenue, markdowns and promotions to clear through AE spring and summer goods,
and $60 million in inventory provisions. The company also experienced buying, occupancy and warehousing pressure as a rate to revenue, due
to the sales decline.

•

Selling, general and administrative expense of $188 million decreased $43 million from $231 million last year, primarily due to lower store
operating expenses during closures.

•

Depreciation and amortization expense of $43 million decreased $2 million from $45 million last year.

•

Operating loss of $358 million compared to income of $48 million last year. Adjusted operating loss of $203 million this year excluded
$156 million of impairment and restructuring charges and compared to adjusted operating income of $49 million last year, which excluded
$1.5 million of restructuring charges.

•

EPS of ($1.54) compared to EPS of $0.23 last year. Adjusted EPS of ($0.84) excluded $0.70 of impairment and restructuring costs and
compared to adjusted EPS of $0.24 last year, which excluded $0.01 of restructuring costs.

Impairment and Restructuring Charges
In the first quarter of 2020, the company incurred impairment and restructuring charges of approximately $156 million pre-tax, or $0.70 per share after-tax,
primarily reflecting impairments of 272 stores due to COVID-19-related store closures. In addition, the company impaired certain corporate and other assets
and incurred restructuring charges. In the first quarter of 2019, the company incurred restructuring charges of $1.5 million pre-tax, or $0.01 per share
after-tax.
Inventory
Total ending inventory at cost decreased $34 million or 8% to $422 million. The company continues to clear through AE spring and summer merchandise to
position both brands for new back-to-school collections in late July. Inventory optimization initiatives currently being implemented will streamline
assortments, provide greater alignment of inventory to sales plans and better utilize supply chain strengths to chase product demand.
Capital Expenditures
In the first quarter of 2020, capital expenditures totaled $34 million. In order to preserve financial liquidity in response to COVID-19, the company has
reduced its fiscal 2020 capital spending plans to a range of $100 to $125 million, prioritizing strategic customer-centric and supply chain investments aimed
at further strengthening its competitive position.
Shareholder Returns, Cash and Investments
To preserve liquidity, the company has suspended its second quarter dividend and at this point does not anticipate declaring a dividend for the rest of this
year. As previously announced, the company’s first quarter cash dividend was deferred until 2021 and will be payable on April 23, 2021 to stockholders of
record at the close of business on April, 9 2021. Early in the first quarter of 2020, the company repurchased approximately 1.7 million shares for
$20 million. The

company ended the quarter with total cash and short-term investments of $886 million, an increase from $350 million last year, due to $406 million in
proceeds from the recent convertible notes offering and $330 million in borrowings from its revolving credit facility.
Health and Safety
In response to COVID-19, the company has taken numerous actions to protect associates and customers, including:
•

Hiring a medical consultant to advise leadership on health and safety best practices

•

Instituting work from home in mid-March, ahead of stay-at-home orders

•

Providing masks, gloves, thermal temperature scanners, staggered schedules, social distancing protocols and nurses on site at all distribution
facilities

•

Implementing best in class protocols in re-opened stores, including a sanitization station and masks for all customers, plexiglass health guard
partitions at registers, enhanced cleaning routines and protocols and marketing to encourage social distancing

•

Extending temporary store closures in regions where state and local governments have not yet lifted stay-at-home orders

Additional Actions Taken in Response to COVID-19
The company has taken the following additional actions in response to the COVID-19 crisis:
•

Suspending its share repurchase program, deferring payment of the first quarter 2020 cash dividend and suspending its second quarter 2020
cash dividend

•

Temporarily furloughing store, field and corporate associates beginning April 5, while continuing to pay health insurance premiums for all
furloughed associates

•

Cutting inventory receipts to align with lower demand due to store closures

•

Reducing operating expenses, including suspending merit increases for associates, implementing a hiring freeze and other cost saving
initiatives

•

Reducing capital expenditures across stores, information technology and other projects

•

Borrowing $330 million from its $400 million revolving credit facility and issuing $415 million convertible notes due 2025

Conference Call and Supplemental Financial Information
Today, management will host a conference call and real time webcast at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Time. To listen to the call, dial 1-877-407-0789 or internationally
dial 1-201-689-8562 or go to www.aeo-inc.com to access the webcast and audio replay. Additionally, a financial results presentation is posted on the
company’s website.
Non-GAAP Measures
This press release includes information on non-GAAP financial measures (“non-GAAP” or “adjusted”), including earnings per share information and the
consolidated results of operations excluding non-GAAP items. These financial measures are not based on any standardized methodology prescribed by U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”) and are not necessarily comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. Management
believes that this non-GAAP information is useful for an alternate presentation of the company’s performance, when reviewed in conjunction with the
company’s GAAP financial statements. These amounts are not determined in accordance with GAAP and therefore, should not be used exclusively in
evaluating the company’s business and operations.

****
About American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.
American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (NYSE: AEO) is a leading global specialty retailer offering high-quality, on-trend clothing, accessories and personal care
products at affordable prices under its American Eagle® and Aerie® brands. Our purpose is to show the world that there’s REAL power in the optimism of
youth. The company operates stores in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Hong Kong, and ships to 81 countries worldwide through its websites.
American Eagle and Aerie merchandise also is available at more than 200 international locations operated by licensees in 25 countries. For more
information, please visit www.aeo-inc.com.
SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT UNDER THE PRIVATE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995
This release and related statements by management contain forward-looking statements (as such term is defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995), which represent our expectations or beliefs concerning future events, including second quarter 2020 results. All forward-looking statements
made by the company involve material risks and uncertainties and are subject to change based on many important factors, some of which may be beyond the
company’s control. Words such as “estimate,” “project,” “plan,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “potential,” and similar expressions may
identify forward-looking statements. Except as may be required by applicable law, we undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forwardlooking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise and even if experience or future changes make it clear that any
projected results expressed or implied therein will not be realized. The following factors, in addition to the risks disclosed in Item 1A., Risk Factors, of the
company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended February 1, 2020 and in any subsequently-filed Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission in some cases have affected, and in the future could affect, the company’s financial performance and could
cause actual results for the second quarter 2020 and beyond to differ materially from those expressed or implied in any of the forward-looking statements
included in this release or otherwise made by management: our inability to respond to changes in e-commerce and leverage omni-channel demands; risks
associated with pricing pressure; the ongoing impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on global economic conditions, our customers’ discretionary
income, freedom of movement, and the related impacts to our operations and financial results, which are difficult to accurately predict; the possibility that
we may be required to take additional store impairment charges; the risk that we may not achieve our business priorities and strategies; our inability to
anticipate and respond to changing consumer preferences; the seasonality of our business; our inability to achieve planned store financial performance; risks
related to international merchandise sourcing and foreign trade, including supply chain issues and increasing pricing for raw materials; risks related to store
openings and potential closures; our inability to gain market share in the face of declining shopping center traffic; risks associated with leasing substantial
amounts of space; risks relating to our efforts to expand internationally; challenges with information technology systems, including safeguarding against
security breaches; and other changes in global economic and financial conditions, and the resulting impact on consumer confidence and consumer spending,
as well as other changes in consumer discretionary spending habits, all of which could have a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations
and liquidity.
CONTACT:
Olivia Messina
412-432-3300
LineMedia@ae.com

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(Dollars in thousands)
(unaudited)
May 2,
2020

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Merchandise inventory
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other
Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Operating lease right-of-use assets
Intangible assets, including goodwill
Non-current deferred income taxes
Other assets
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Accounts payable
Current portion of operating lease liabilities
Accrued income and other taxes
Accrued compensation and payroll taxes
Dividends payable
Unredeemed gift cards and gift certificates
Other current liabilities and accrued expenses
Total current liabilities
Long-term debt, net
Non-current operating lease liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Commitments and contingencies
Preferred stock
Common stock
Contributed capital
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Retained earnings
Treasury stock
Total stockholders’ equity
Total Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Current Ratio

$

855,769
29,956
421,729
106,751
144,733
1,558,938
667,258
1,292,769
51,973
25,612
33,561
$ 3,630,111

February 1,
2020

$

361,930
55,000
446,278
119,064
65,658
1,047,930
735,120
1,418,916
53,004
22,724
50,985
$ 3,328,679

May 4,
2019

$

304,671
45,000
456,160
73,836
70,936
950,603
744,670
1,444,225
57,221
20,951
37,683
$ 3,255,353

$

177,124 $ 285,746 $ 231,760
328,366
299,161
266,819
2,405
9,514
25,146
21,622
43,537
29,425
22,756
—
—
48,503
56,974
42,025
61,451
56,824
54,622
662,227
751,756
649,797
642,972
—
—
1,303,296
1,301,735
1,328,663
24,633
27,335
35,142
1,970,901
1,329,070
1,363,805
—
—
—
—
—
—
2,496
2,496
2,496
646,350
577,856
570,443
(55,050)
(33,168)
(35,354)
1,826,413
2,108,292
2,028,627
(1,423,226) (1,407,623) (1,324,461)
996,983
1,247,853
1,241,751
$ 3,630,111 $ 3,328,679 $ 3,255,353
2.35

1.39

1.46

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(Dollars and shares in thousands, except per share amounts)
(unaudited)

May 2,
2020

Total net revenue
Cost of sales, including certain buying, occupancy and warehousing expenses
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses
Impairment and Restructuring charges
Depreciation and amortization expense
Operating (loss) income
Other (expense) income, net
(Loss) income before income taxes
(Benefit) provision for income taxes
Net (loss) income
Net (loss) income per basic share
Net (loss) income per diluted share
Weighted average common shares outstanding - basic
Weighted average common shares outstanding - diluted

$ 551,692
523,386
28,306
188,197
155,619
42,730
(358,240)
(3,129)
(361,369)
(104,207)
$(257,162)
$
(1.54)
$
(1.54)
166,781
166,781

GAAP Basis
13 Weeks Ended
% of
May 4,
Revenue
2019

100.0%
94.9%
5.1%
34.1%
28.2%
7.7%
-64.9%
-0.6%
-65.5%
-18.9%
-46.6%

$886,290
561,369
324,921
230,741
1,543
44,791
47,846
4,182
52,028
11,276
$ 40,752
$
0.24
$
0.23
172,598
174,073

% of
Revenue

100.0%
63.3%
36.7%
26.0%
0.2%
5.1%
5.4%
0.5%
5.9%
1.3%
4.6%

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION
(Dollars in thousands, except per share amounts)
(unaudited)
13 Weeks Ended
May 2, 2020
Operating Loss

GAAP Basis
% of Revenue
Add: Asset Impairment & Restructuring Charges(1):
Non-GAAP Basis
% of Revenue
(1)

$

$

$155.6 million pre-tax impairment and restructuring charges:
- $84.1 million related to the impairment of operating ROU assets of 272 stores
- $51.5 million related to the impairment of certain corporate and store property and equipment
- $18.0 million of impairment of certain cost and equity method investments
- $2.0 million of corporate severance charges

Net Loss

(358,240)
-64.9%

$(257,162)
-46.6%

155,619
(202,621)
-36.7%

116,965
$(140,197)
-25.4%

Diluted loss per
Common Share

$

(1.54)

$

0.70
(0.84)

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION
(Dollars in thousands, except per share amounts)
(unaudited)
13 Weeks Ended
May 4, 2019
Diluted Earnings per
Operating Income
Common Share

GAAP Basis
% of Revenue
Add: Restructuring Charges(1):
Non-GAAP Basis
% of Revenue
(1)

$

$

47,846
5.4%
1,543
49,389
5.6%

$

0.23

$

0.01
0.24

- $1.5 million for pre-tax corporate restructuring charges, primarily consisting of severance and closure costs for our company-owned and operated
stores in China

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION
DEMAND SALES & TOTAL REVENUE BY BRAND
Q1 2020 vs. Q1 2019
(unaudited)
Aerie Brand
% Change

AE Brand
% Change

Total(4)
% Change

Digital:
Digital Demand (Ordered sales)(1)
Total Net Revenue(1)

75%
47%

15%
-1%

33%
9%

Total(2):
Total Demand(3)
Total Net Revenue

12%
-2%

-41%
-45%

-31%
-38%

(1) Digital Demand Sales represent sales orders placed through our e-commerce channels during the period.
Total Net Revenue represents revenue recognized in accordance with the Company’s revenue recognition policies, which reflect revenue upon the customer
receipt date of the merchandise.
Total Net Revenue does not include revenue for orders not yet shipped to or received by customers, which was negatively impacted during Q1 2020 due to
delays in fulfillment from higher than normal distribution center backlogs.
(2) Total includes Direct, Stores, and International
(3) Total Demand represents Digital demand sales plus total store revenue
(4) Total includes Aerie Brand, AE Brand, and Todd Snyder

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION
(Dollars in thousands)
(unaudited)
13 Weeks Ended

Net (Loss) Income
Add: (Benefit) provision for income taxes
Add: Depreciation and amortization
Add: Interest expense (income), net
EBITDA
Add: Impairment and restructuring(1) (2)
Adjusted EBITDA
(1)

(2)

May 2, 2020
$ (257,162)
(104,207)
42,730
146
$ (318,493)
155,619
$ (162,874)

May 4, 2019
$
40,752
11,276
44,791
(1,954)
$
94,865
1,543
$
96,408

$155.6 million pre-tax impairment and restructuring charges:
- $84.1 million related to the impairment of operating ROU assets of 272 stores
- $51.5 million related to the impairment of certain corporate and store property and equipment
- $18.0 million of impairment of certain cost and equity method investments
- $2.0 million of corporate severance charges
- $1.5 million for pre-tax corporate restructuring charges, primarily consisting of severance and closure costs for our company-owned and operated
stores in China

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
STORE INFORMATION
(unaudited)
First Quarter
2020

Consolidated stores at beginning of period
Consolidated stores opened during the period
AE Brand
Aerie stand-alone
Tailgate Clothing Co.
Todd Snyder
Consolidated stores closed during the period
AE Brand
Aerie stand-alone
Tailgate Clothing Co.
Total consolidated stores at end of period
AE Brand
Aerie stand-alone
Aerie side-by-side(2)
Tailgate Clothing Co.
Todd Snyder

1,095

Stores remodeled and refurbished during the period
Total gross square footage at end of period (in ‘000)
International license locations at end of period (1)

1
6,822
215

2
1
0
0
(4)
(1)
0
1,093
938
148
175
5
2

Aerie Openings
Aerie stand-alone
Total Aerie side-by-side stores (2)
Total Aerie Openings
(1)
(2)

International license locations are not included in the consolidated store data or the total gross square footage calculation.
Aerie side-by-side stores are included in the AE Brand store count as they are considered part of the AE Brand store to which they are attached.

1
1
2

Exhibit 99.2
American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.
First Quarter 2020 Earnings
Conference Call Transcript June 3, 2020
Operator: Greetings, and welcome to the American Eagle Outfitters First Quarter 2020 Earnings Conference Call. At this time, all participants are in a
listen-only mode. A question-and-answer session will follow the formal presentation. [Operator Instructions] As a reminder, this conference is being
recorded.
I’d now like to turn the conference over to your host, Judy Meehan. Thank you. You may begin.
Judy Meehan - American Eagle Outfitters Inc. – VP, IR: Good morning, everyone. Joining me today for our prepared remarks are Jay Schottenstein,
Chief Executive Officer, Michael Rempell, Chief Operating Officer; and Mike Mathias, Chief Financial Officer. In addition, Chad Kessler, AE Global
Brand President; and Jen Foyle, Aerie Global Brand President, will be available during the question-and-answer session.
Before we begin today’s call, I need to remind you that we will make certain forward-looking statements. These statements are based upon information that
represents the company’s current expectations or beliefs. The results actually realized may differ materially based on risk factors included in our SEC
filings. The company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise, except as required by law.
Also, please note that during this call and in the accompanying press release, certain financial metrics are presented on both the GAAP and non-GAAP
adjusted basis. Reconciliations of adjusted results to the GAAP results are available in the tables attached to the earnings release, which is posted on our
corporate website at www.aeo-inc.com in the Investor Relations section. Here, you can also find the first quarter investor presentation. And now, I’d like to
turn the call over to Jay.
Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: Thanks, Judy, and good morning. Thank you for joining us today. I hope all of you are well
and staying safe. Since the last time we spoke to you, COVID-19 has dramatically changed the world and our business.
I’d like to start by saying how incredibly proud I am of our entire AEO family. The team has demonstrated extraordinary leadership, collaboration and
humanity. Their commitment and agility have enabled us to take quick decisive actions, while fueling our business and strong online demand. As we begin
to manage through the crisis, our priorities immediately shifted to protecting our people and our business, focusing on liquidity and near-term cash flow and
preparing AEO for a new future.
Our number one priority has been the health and well-being of our associates, customers and communities. In March, we hired a medical consultant to
advise us on health and safety and to ensure we have the very best practices in all of our locations. We instituted work-from-home in mid-March, ahead of
stay-at-home orders. We closed our stores shortly thereafter and have taken steps to support our affected associates.
We led the industry by implementing best-in-class protective measures at our distribution centers. This includes providing mask, gloves, thermal
temperature scanners, staggered schedules, social distancing protocols and nurses on site. By prioritizing the health and safety of our associates, our
distribution centers have continued to operate successfully, supporting the acceleration of digital demand.
As stores have reopened, we’ve also led with best-in-class protocols to provide safe and secure stores for both our customers and our teams. This includes a
sanitation station and masks for all customers. We have received incredible associates and customer feedback. Reopened stores are performing extremely
well and exceeding expectations. This has allowed us to be less promotional than planned to move through store inventory.

Priority number two, protecting our financial strength. We entered 2020 in excellent financial condition. Yet when the pandemic began, we quickly
prioritized managing our business for near-term liquidity and cash flow. We took a number of decisive measures to preserve financial strength, which
included raising over $400 million through convertible bonds. We ended the quarter with almost $900 million in liquidity. We are confident that this
financial position will allow us to successfully navigate through this crisis and emerge with strength.
Before I talk about our third priority, preparing for a new future, I’d like to provide some insights into the first quarter. Online demand was very strong and
accelerated with the closure of stores. This speaks to the strength of our brands, strong customer loyalty, and engagement.
Aerie’s performances were nothing short of spectacular. In fact, Aerie’s total demand increased at a double-digit rate in the quarter. You heard that
correctly. Despite having stores closed for almost seven weeks, Aerie’s experienced a double-digit demand increase for their total business. More
consumers are looking for exactly what Aerie is, a unique brand platform of positivity and acceptance. The team has done an outstanding job. I cannot be
more excited about what lies ahead for this rapidly growing brand in a sector ripe with opportunity.
American Eagle has a higher revenue contribution from stores and saw a more pronounced impact from closures in the first quarter; yet the brand saw nice
growth in digital demand and gained share in key categories. Internal/external insights confirm that our brand remains top of the mind with our customers.
We have opportunities to improve our focus on outbidding, strengthen inventory management, and raise brand profitability, which we had already began
addressing even prior to the pandemic. We continue to see a bright future for AE.
AEO’s profit margin in the quarter were impacted by store closures and aggressive liquidation of AE spring and summer merchandise. We will enter the fall
season strong and we’ll set new back-to-school merchandise in July. We believe our commitment to offering new collections will be appointed
differentiation in the market and a powerful competitive advantage.
Our third near-term priority is preparing for a new future. This event has clearly accelerated the disruption that has been underweight in the retail industry.
Bankruptcies and some store closures will continue, which we see as an opportunity to gain share. We will use this event as an inflection point to charter
new and more profitable course for the company. Michael will talk about the initiatives we have put in place and how we will further build on our already
strong capabilities and maintain industry leadership.
There are many opportunities to continue to expand our brand, solidify AE’s dominance of the jeans market, and capitalizing on Aerie’s incredible
momentum. While doing so, we are optimizing inventory management to drive stronger product margins and creating a leading supply chain network. I
strongly believe this movement will change our company’s future, and we will not be satisfied by simply returned to our starting point.
In keeping with our culture and strong purpose, I’m very proud of our efforts in giving backs. During the early phase of the pandemic, we quickly sourced
and donated over 1 million masks to healthcare workers across our communities, including New York City. Through to AE Foundation and other charitable
initiatives, we gave over $1 million across a number of COVID-19 causes, including partnership with America’s Food Fund and Good360. We also
established an assistance fund for affected AEO associates.
Now, a few closing words before I turn it over to Michael. Today, I’m very pleased to have Mike Mathias join us in his first earnings call as CFO. Mike has
been an effective leader and valuable member of the AEO family for many years. I’m confident he will be a highly successful change agent as we position
our brand for the future.
The character of our company and people are shining through at this moment. With the creativity of our teams developing product and marketing, to the
tireless efforts of our store associates, to the innovations of our DCs and supply chain, we are moving quickly and taking decisive actions on a daily basis.
We’ve already believed in relationships and the importance of treating our associates, customers, communities, and partners with compassion,
understanding and fairness. That will pay dividends for us as we all rebuild together.

AEO entered this crisis with a strong balance sheet and two of the most recognized trusted and loved brands of retail. For 43 years, we have successfully
navigated through both good and difficult times. I am confident we will emerge from this event even stronger, leaner, more agile and prepared to take
market share and grow profits. Although, these have been some of the most challenging days of my careers, I truly believe they could be a catalyst for our
company’s best moments.
With that, I will pass you over to Michael.
Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Operations Officer:
Thanks, Jay, and good morning, everyone. This crisis has certainly challenged all of us to work, behave and think differently. I’m incredibly proud of our
entire organization. Not only how well we have navigated through the past weeks, but also how we have used this as a pivot point. On numerous fronts, we
have moved rapidly to sustain the business and maintain financial health; yet, we have also quickly accelerated initiatives to transform our supply chain,
build new digital capabilities, strengthen inventory management, reassess our store fleet and drive the company to a new future.
When stores close, we immediately leaned into our digital channel, which was $1.3 billion business last year. This quickly became the lifeblood of the
company. We are all extremely grateful for the dedication and resiliency of our Distribution Center team. They have been truly exceptional. Thanks to their
efforts throughout this crisis, fulfillment remained operational as online demand surged. Digital traffic, conversion and transactions rose significantly over
last year. Online orders accelerated throughout the quarter with April, the strongest month. This momentum has continued into May, even in markets where
we have reopened stores.
The strength of our brands and product offerings has been clearly evident. In the quarter, AEO’s online demand was 33%. After stores closed, demand
accelerated to nearly 70% as new online customers more than doubled for both American Eagle and Aerie. In fact, Aerie increased its total new customer
acquisitions across all channels at a double-digit rate, while stores were closed. In addition, each brand benefited from previously store-only customers
engaging online for the first time.
Our collections of comfortable, soft apparel are in strong demand, high performing categories during the first quarter included AE’s jeans, joggers and
fleece, and Aerie’s leggings, fleece, bralettes and even swimmer.
Marketing efforts shifted to social media, where we had great success with AE’s Stay-at-Home Concert Series and virtual prom and Aerie’s positivity
challenge and Dan’s videos on TikTok.
As Jay discussed, the health and safety of our associates has always been our top priority. Across our DC network, we implemented the very best-in-class
measures early in the crisis. As digital orders accelerated, we also closed each DC for multiple days to allow for enhanced cleanings and sanitization. This
resulted in some
temporary backlogs.
To help meet strong online demand, we leveraged our ship-from-store capabilities in 250 stores to fulfill online orders. We also accelerated strategic supply
chain initiatives, including opening up third-party logistics hubs in Boston and Atlanta. These actions reduced backlogs, which are down from our mid-April
peak. The opening of regional fulfillment hubs is part of our supply chain transformation strategy. This is designed to add needed capacity to support future
growth, optimize how we manage inventory, reduce delivery costs and speed up delivery time. We see this strategic work as a significant benefit to our
customer service and to our profitability.
Much of our investment and focus is on customer-facing initiatives to enable seamless shopping, whenever, wherever and however our customers choose.
Earlier this year, we successfully tested buy online, pickup in store, which is rolling out in conjunction with store opening. We have also recently introduced
curbside pickup as stores reopen.
During the first quarter, we also launched Afterpay on our U.S. shopping site. Sales through the service have already grown very nicely and carry a notably
higher average order value. We will continue to invest in customercentric capabilities, which we believe will become even more relevant in a post-COVID
world. As we reopen stores, we are very closely following state and local guidelines and have opened 556 locations to-date.

We are extremely pleased with how these stores are performing. On average, reopened stores are achieving 95% of last year’s sales productivity as we think
we are getting more than our fair share of pent-up demand. The team has done an incredible job recreating the customer experience for safety and social
distancing, which includes industry-leading protocols, as Jay reviewed. It’s also been very encouraging to see our digital channel remain strong even as
stores have opened. Aerie’s digital demand is up more than 100% on a quarter-to-date basis and AE’s has increased approximately 50% compared to last
year.
Now, I’d like to quickly touch on sourcing. We continue to leverage our abilities in this area, which is one of the core strengths of our company. Throughout
the last year and during this crisis, we have continued to successfully diversify our sourcing exposure away from China.
Our vendor relationships are excellent and we have positioned chase capacity for the back half should we need it. This has allowed us to cut our initial
receipts significantly, while still maintaining flexibility for potential upside. We made the decision early on to pay our vendors on time to help their liquidity
positions and to be accountable for all of our finished goods and fabric liabilities. We believe that these decisions demonstrated our character and will
enable us to secure capacity and maintain a smooth flow of product as we move forward. In addition, we are expecting nice product cost benefits in the back
half of the year and into 2021, primarily from lower input costs.
Lastly, the COVID-19 crisis has accelerated changes that were already underway, both in our industry and in our business. We’ve quickly responded and
are in the process of establishing updated long-range plans based on the expected new reality.
Thanks, Jay, and good afternoon everyone. 2019 was a year with a number of successes for AE as well as some challenges. Comparable sales increased
slightly for the full year led by strength in bottoms, including record jeans sales. Our customer file increased and traffic and transactions were positive
across both stores and digital. As we noted last quarter, soft demand in certain tops categories resulted in higher-than-planned promotions. This weighed on
our fourth quarter performance.
Our business will look different. We see a path to improving our operating results and overall profitability. We also intend to provide additional
transparency into the tremendous value creation opportunities at Aerie. As these plans take greater shape, we will share more details, including multiyear
targets.
With that, I will pass the call on to Mike.
Mike Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Thanks, Michael. Good morning, everyone. I’m pleased to be here, and I
look forward to meeting all of you soon. My first six weeks as CFO have been active to say the least. The COVID-19 pandemic forced us to pivot our 2020
plans from investing for growth to prioritizing liquidity above all else.
Our strong balance sheet and cash flow have allowed us to self-fund our business for many years. However, given the uncertain operating environment, we
access debt markets in April to shore up our cash position, enable us to continue to invest for the future. We have been laser-focused on near-term cost
savings and cash preservation, while also working on profit improvement initiatives, including inventory optimization and a review of our store fleet.
I’m really proud of what my team has accomplished in such a short period of time. I’ve long believed that talent, hard work and dedication of our people is
a competitive advantage and this challenging situation has validated that view.
Needless to say, the first quarter did not play out as we anticipated. Through early March, we were tracking to our plan and expected to have positive
results. However, the abrupt closure of stores on March 17 led to a significant revenue decline and had a material adverse effect on margins and earnings.
Consolidated revenue declined 38% year-over-year due to store closures. With its larger store base, American Eagle revenue decreased 45% to last year.
Aerie’s performance was extraordinary. Total brand demand increased 12% to last year, reinforcing Aerie’s brand health. Reported revenue declined 2% to
last year due to the impact of distribution center backlog that Michael discussed, which will shift sales into the second quarter. Aerie’s first quarter results
were also high-quality with promotions well controlled.

For total AEO, we saw a significant increase in digital demand after stores closed, including an acceleration as the quarter progressed. Digital demand, as
measured by ordered sales, increased 33% to last year; AE was up 15% and Aerie increased 75%. With the impact of the DC backlog, first quarter digital
reported revenue increased 9%. We recognize digital revenue for products that are both shipped and delivered; so these delays pushed revenues associated
with first quarter orders into the second quarter.
Our gross profit declined significantly, primarily reflecting the reduction in store revenue, as well as markdowns and promotions as we aggressively cleared
through AE spring and summer goods. We also took $60 million of inventory provisions. Due to the sales decline, we experienced buying, occupancy and
warehousing pressure as a rate to revenue. Within BOW, we recognized the normal level of rent expense for the quarter; however, we did not pay the
majority of our April cash rent.
SG&A expense declined 18%, primarily due to lower store and field compensation as a result of furloughs starting in early April. We continue to offer
medical benefits and are paying health insurance premiums for affected associates. We also aggressively reduced controllable expenses once the impact of
COVID became apparent mid-quarter.
We have executed $225 million in operating expense reductions versus our plan, primarily in SG&A. Going forward, we expect a better alignment between
SG&A and revenue than in the first quarter. We reported an adjusted loss of $0.84 per share in the quarter. Our adjusted EBITDA was a loss of
$163 million, compared to income of $96 million last year. We are clearly in extraordinary times, as this was our first quarterly loss since 1997. Excluded
from these results is $156 million in impairment and restructuring costs, $110 million of the impact reflected impairments to 272 stores based on lower
expectations due to COVID-19. The significant majority of the impaired stores have less than two years remaining on their lease terms. The remainder of
the impairment included certain corporate assets and other items. And finally, there was approximately $2 million of restructuring charges in the quarter.
Since the extent of the COVID-19 impact on our business became apparent, our top financial priority has been to protect and strengthen liquidity. In
addition to expense reductions and furloughs, we cut inventory receipts. We suspended share repurchases and deferred the payment of our first quarter
dividend until 2021.
In addition, we suspended our second quarter cash dividend and at this point, do not anticipate declaring a dividend for the rest of this year. We have
meaningfully reduced our capital spending plan for the year and now expect total CapEx of $100 million to $125 million, down from $210 million last year.
This spend will prioritize key investments in customer-centric capabilities and supply chain initiatives, which we expect to create significant near and longterm value.
We entered the year with $417 million in cash and short-term investments and no debt. During the first quarter, we drew $330 million on our line of credit
and raised $406 million in a convertible note offering, ending the period with $886 million in liquidity.
Keep in mind that our first quarter is typically a cash burn period. Furthermore, the abrupt nature and timing of the COVID-19 impact meant that we had
limited ability to reduce cash costs in response to the demand decline from store closures. We should benefit more significantly from our cost savings
actions starting in the second quarter.
Revenue from reopened stores has also exceeded our expectations quarter-to-date. We, therefore, anticipate our use of cash in the second quarter will be
significantly less than in the first quarter. For the year, we are focused on cash preservation and are incentivizing our teams accordingly.
Our quarter end inventory declined 8%, primarily driven by reductions in American Eagle. We are continuing to clear through AE’s spring and summer
goods and expect to enter back-to-school clean across both brands. Inventory optimization is a major priority and an opportunity for improved profit and
margin performance. For AE, we have planned more narrow and focused assortments with significant reductions in choice counts and SKUs.

Across brands, we also intend to better align inventory investments with our sales plan and take greater advantage of our supply chain speed to chase into
demand.
We ended the first quarter with 1,093 wholly-owned stores. Stores remain central to our go-to-market strategy, but we clearly intend to reassess the optimal
physical footprint for each of our brands coming out of COVID. In all likelihood, our future store count and fixed cost base will be materially lower than in
the past. We have significant flexibility in our lease portfolio to execute on this change.
At the end of the first quarter, our average remaining lease tenure was under four years and almost half of our leases expire by the end of 2021, including
three quarters of our C Mall locations. In addition to enabling closures, we expect this flexibility to strengthen our negotiating position for leases we decide
to renew.
Although we are not providing forward guidance, I can share some directional comments. Uncertainty around the pandemic continues and as of today,
almost half of our stores remain closed. Additionally, we continue to clear through inventory. These factors will pressure second quarter sales and margins
relative to last year. However, stores are reopening strong, while momentum in our digital business also continues. As a result, we expect significant top and
bottom-line improvement compared to the first quarter.
Our business is well-positioned to win both during the crisis and as conditions normalize. Our recently fortified balance sheet provides a near-term safety
net and enables us to invest in our business, a strategic advantage in a disrupted retail landscape. Our brands remain strong and highly relevant, and our
customer facing and supply chain capabilities allow us to provide a best-in-class experience across channels.
Finally, as Jay and Michael have discussed, we see this point-in-time as a natural opportunity to reset the organization and reignite profit flow through. We
are accelerating and amplifying, new strategies and goals based on the expected post-COVID reality. As our plan takes form, we will share our long-term
strategic priorities, multiyear financial targets and value creation road map with the investment community. You can expect to hear more on this topic later
in the year.
With that, we will open it up for questions.
Operator: Thank you. At this time, we’ll be conducting a question-and-answer session. [Operator Instructions] Our first question comes from the line of
Oliver Chen with Cowen. Please proceed with your question.
Oliver Chen- Cowen & Company LLC Analyst: Hi, thank you. Good morning. 95% productivity is very impressive. How did you plan inventories and
staffing relative to that? And were there differences by region? And how does it help inform what you’re doing for planning in this dynamic situation?
Thank you.
Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Operations Officer: Hey, Oliver, this is Michael Rempell. Yeah, what I would say is we’re
thrilled, obviously, with the 95%. We feel like our teams did an incredible job preparing to open. We worked very quickly, very aggressively to focus the
assortments, create welcome stations, remove fixtures and have a thoughtful plan around fitting rooms and how we handle returns.
We had expected stores to open considerably worse than that. And I would say that the sales productivity we’ve seen pretty consistent across markets. We
haven’t really noticed major difference by market. They’ve all opened strong. They’ve all remained pretty strong. We are selling down inventory. And there
was a lot of stimulus. There was pent-up demand. We had competitors closed. So there are reasons why it opened strong. But clearly, we’re the strongest
store in the mall, and our customers are continuing to come to us.
Oliver Chen- Cowen & Company LLC Analyst: Okay, Michael, and a follow-up, as you’ve been proactive in inventory and planning ahead, the
environment isn’t going to be easy. So should we assume merchandise margin pressure as we look forward on a year-over-year basis and also average unit
retail pressure? Thanks. Best regards.

Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Operations Officer: Yeah. Thanks, Oliver. Look, we’re not planning merchandise margin
pressure or average unit retail pressure. We took pretty aggressive actions, as you can see in the first quarter to get our inventory clean. We’re going to
continue cleaning that inventory in the second quarter; so there might be some additional markdown pressure in the second quarter. But really, our focus has
been planning inventory conservatively, getting clean fresh assortments coming in for back-to-school fall and holiday, and positioning the business to chase.
So, we’ve been very focused on how we can drive merch margin increases that are greater than our sales increases. Chad, Jen and all their teams have done
an amazing job, positioning us that way. And the work we did in-sourcing, taking care of our vendors during this crisis, making sure we paid our bills, we
owned our liabilities, have really made us the customer of choice. So we feel like we can position inventory conservatively and we could respond in a very
strong way in the back half. So we’re not expecting pressure. We’re expecting very positive results.
Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: We are expecting to be the best looking store in the mall when it comes July. I think we’re
the best looking store right now in the mall. But when it comes to back-to-school, there’ll be a big difference between us and our competitors.
Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Operations Officer: Sorry, Jay. And I should add, Oliver, the other thing we are seeing is
mark up benefit in the back half. So we see – due to lower commodity costs – energy, cotton, etcetera – we’re seeing markup benefit in back-to-school and
increasing benefit as we move into holiday.
Oliver Chen- Cowen & Company LLC Analyst: Thank you very much, very encouraging.
Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Jay Sole with UBS. Please proceed with your question.
Jay Sole – UBS Securities LLC Analyst: Great. Thank you so much. You mentioned – you talked a little bit more about Aerie long-term goals. But can
you give us idea of what the Aerie store opening plan looks like for this year? I mean, how much has the pandemic changed that? And maybe what you’re
thinking about for early next year at this point to.
Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Global Brand President – Aerie: Yes. Hi. It’s Jen Foyle. And I hope everyone is safe and healthy during
this time; so much going on out there. I look at it as a pivot point for our company, for Aerie in particular. I think the team – I mean our February trend was
so exciting. We were really basically where we were in Q4, just an amazing trend line. And obviously with the epidemic and the current crisis, most
retailers would slow things down. We actually accelerated.
We have a whole – I mean, coming out of this COVID, there’s so much and so many learnings that have made us smarter, wiser, more cost-efficient. We
just have so many great ideas and this team is not slowing down. In fact, we’re accelerating with ideas and newness. I’ll speak to that in a second.
We are still planning on opening up around 25 stores in Aerie. And inside of that, there’s a couple of new ideas that we’re working through, obviously with
the current conditions. We have to make sure that those can come to life, but there’s one in the near end that we’re pretty excited about and it couldn’t be
more relevant for these times. That’s about to launch in June if everything goes well. It’s a small store concept. I can’t share it right now because it’s special
and I will when we really bring this to life, but obviously, like I said, with the current condition.
But that said, I just want to go back to what this team did. Out of the gate, we re-flowed our merchandise, but we also brought in newness. Our customer
was demanding newness outside of February and because of the way our cadence and our inventory position, we are able to keep newness, which I think is
what set us apart from our competition.
And creatively, we still built all of our lines. We have a spectacular back-to-school delivery. It’s coming in July 14, the teams worked diligently to right-size
the merchandising, what we were seeing out-of-the-gate with COVID and what the customer demand was. And I’m telling you, it’s right intact as we get
into back-to-school as far what businesses we’re going to really penetrate.
So that said outside of that, we also didn’t walk away from creativity. We had two incredible marketing campaign stuck inside of this. We always do our
swim campaign. We had a special one this year dedicated to just how we deal with swim in these environments. And Michael said that we had great swim
result.

And our big one was Charli D’Amelio on TikTok. She’s just an amazing influencer. We saw almost 2 billion impressions with that TikTok. And it wasn’t
your average TikTok. We created our own song. And I think this is the time when leadership needs to pull-through, and this team certainly did. We didn’t
stop at anything from design, merchandising, marketing, planning, and I’m just really proud of the results.
Jay Sole – UBS Securities LLC Analyst: Jen, that sounds all really fantastic. I think heading into before the pandemic, there was a path to improving
EBITDA margins for the brand, given the scaling of the business and opening the stores and leveraging a lot of the investments that have been made over
the last three years, given the pandemic, it’s maybe distorting some of the margins that we can see. Can you just tell us where you see the margins trending
based on what you know about the business today and what you’ve seen over the last couple of months?
Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Global Brand President – Aerie: Sure. I’ll let Mike add on to this, but I will tell you, our merch margin
was up to last year. Our markdown rates were lower than last year. And it was a healthy margin last year, so very strong. The team pulled back on
promotions. We got really creative because of the demand we saw online, we were able to pull back on strategic merchant categories and make sure that we
were being as profitable as possible.
So we continue to be accretive to the total company. And you’ll see more down the road, we’re going to share more insight to Aerie as we build this brand
out. And now with Mike joining us, he’s very excited to get these results out. So Mike, I don’t know if you have anything to add on.
Michael Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Yeah. Thanks, Jen. I can add on to Jay. Yeah, I think, look, for Aerie, it’s
been business as usual, which is amazing. I think digital penetration definitely helped them stem the tide of the pandemic impact. We have plus 12%
demand in total and the quarter was amazing.
When you think about EBITDA expansion, I mean, the brands at a revenue point now, really an inflection point where, from an operating leverage
perspective, as we continue to see this amazing sales growth, it will drive additional profitability for the company, and that’s what we’re excited about.
You’ll hear more about that in our longer-term plan, definitely that are coming. But as it’s approaching $1 billion, it is definitely at a leverage inflection
point.
Jay Sole – UBS Securities LLC Analyst: Got it. Thank you so much.
Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Paul Lejuez with Citi. Please proceed with your question.
Paul Lejuez- Citigroup Global Markets Inc. Analyst: Hey. Thanks, guys. I want to go back to the comment you made about looking at the store fleet.
Maybe just give initial thoughts about what you think that ultimate store footprint might look like for the American Eagle brand. And then related to that, I
think, I wanted to understand the store impairment charge on the 272 stores.
Are you saying that, that number of stores have had a permanent impact – have been materially impacted by closing due to COVID in terms of their cash
generating power? And should we think about that number as the number that you have on your radar screen that might ultimately close? Thanks.
Michael Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Yeah. Thanks, Paul. It’s Mike Mathias. I can take that. Look, I think our
flexibility in our lease terms right now, pertaining to the real estate question first, our average lease life is less than four years. Half our lease is expiring
over the next two years as we’ve talked about in our opening remarks. We think we do, over time here, especially, again, it will be part of our three-year
plan that we’ll outline in more detail, but we do expect we’ll have less stores over time. This digital acceleration is something you can’t ignore. We don’t
think it’s going to go away. So it’s going to be a combination, we believe, of a smaller fleet and then favorable renewal terms on the leases that we do
renew.

As far as the impairment goes on the 272 stores, it’s really about the projections. I mean, those impairment calculations are about future projections. Half of
those have less than one year left on their lease term. So when you think about the calculation of the impact of COVID and projecting those future cash
flows, we really don’t know, it’s uncertain, but that’s really the basis for that impairment calculation. I don’t think there’s nothing from a risk perspective,
we feel – to immediate cash flow, it’s really about projecting those forward.
Paul Lejuez- Citigroup Global Markets Inc. Analyst: Thanks, Mike. And how many of those stores are mall versus off-mall, if you could share that?
Michael Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Pretty much I would say most of them, Paul. I don’t have the exact
numbers in front of me, but just based on our typical mix, so majority would be mall.
Paul Lejuez- Citigroup Global Markets Inc. Analyst: Got it. Thank you. Good luck.
Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Tiffany Kanaga with Deutsche Bank. Please proceed with your question.
Tiffany Kanaga – Deutsche Bank Analyst: Hi, thanks for taking our questions. Would you discuss in more detail how you are evolving your supply chain
and fulfillment capabilities given the demand-driven pressure in the first quarter and what might remain a more digitally-driven business environment?
Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Operations Officer: Yeah. Hey, Tiffany. This is Michael. Yeah, it’s a pleasure to take that
question because we’re really excited about the transformation that we’re going through in supply chain. And last year, we had hired a new Head of Supply
Chain and we laid out a multiyear plan to really change our network. So, the plan essentially revolved around using our primary DCs, but then adding
multiple layers to our network or to put it simpler to put regional fulfillment centers near major cities, okay?
The idea there is to take inventory out of stores, keep it in these fulfillment centers and be able to be more productive with the inventory by servicing stores
same day or next day and having a larger pool of inventory close to customers to be able to fulfill digital needs also the same day or next day and do that
while managing costs.
What’s interesting to me is it’s something that if you think about ordering from Amazon or other CPG companies, people have been doing with products for
many years, but no one really does that in a meaningful way in the fashion space. In some ways, it reminds me of, in 2012, when we built our omni-channel
distribution center. We couldn’t find another example of a fashion retailer that used a single pool of inventory on the scale that we were talking about to
service their customers. This is the same kind of thing that we feel like there’s an opportunity to set our company up like a digitally native brand would to
be able to put inventory close to customers, manage delivery costs, and improve service levels.
So, we’re excited about it. We had planned to this over a few years. The pandemic and the crisis we’re going through actually forced us to move much
faster. But at the end of the day, that’s a good thing, it’s going to drive more capacity, more capabilities, better service, and ultimately lower cost for us.
That’s it.
Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Matt McClintock with Raymond James. Please proceed with your question.
Matt McClintock- Raymond James & Associates Analyst: Yes, good morning, everyone. I want to talk about consolidation within the industry, market
share opportunities and it sounds like you’re thinking about this as well. How should we think about these opportunities in the timeline for those
opportunities, meaning is this something where weaker retailers fall out sooner rather than later or is it something that’s maybe a 2021 story?
And, Jay, maybe given that you have a long history in this industry, can you think back to another time where opportunities like this existed and you were
able to aggressively go after them? That’d be helpful. Thank you.

Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: Okay, sure. Going back in time, we had the time in the late 1970s, early 80s when there
were like 40% of the different retailers, we’re closing up and department stores we’re closing up left to right. There’s opportunity there.
We look at this as a very advantageous time for us, and we will look at the different opportunities. But at the same time, we believe that within our own
brands we have great opportunity to grow between American Eagle, between Aerie. We see that opportunity. We believe that in the denim, which has been
the basis of the American Eagle business, that we can really capture bigger market share now; and we planned some very aggressive campaigns in the next
couple of months to start.
One thing that I’m most proud of is that 10 weeks ago when this crisis took place, we did not make cuts in our key operation. We kept our design team all
intact. We kept our operations team intact. Our DCs worked the entire time through there. The inventory teams, all were intact. Our logistics, our sourcing
teams were intact.
And at that time, we looked at it as an opportunity. As Michael was talking about, how can we make things better, certain things we had planned to open
nine months from now, we opened in two weeks. Michael was being very common there, but what happened was when we have to move with some of these
regional warehouses, they were on their schedule for eight months from now and they did it within in two weeks.
So we make things happen. Our design teams, their creativity during this period – I was amazed, even with the fabrics that they picked out and everything
was like very amazing and in the development. So I’m very excited. I think that this summer, we will really differentiate ourselves from the competition.
And at the same time, look, there will be opportunity. You see what’s happening in the marketplace. You see all these different companies that are trouble.
The beauty is that our balance sheet is a very clean balance sheet. We’re sitting on $900 million in cash. So when the right opportunity comes, we can act
very fast. So we’re very excited.
Matt McClintock- Raymond James & Associates Analyst: And then just as a quick follow-up, the 95%, it sounds like that came in above your own
internal expectations. Is the delta between 95% and your own expectations maybe a way to measure market share gains or where did that come from? Was
that new customers? Or can you just help us try to think though where the upside came from? Thank you.
Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: Look, on the 95%, we think when things settle down here in this country, it could get back
to normal pretty fast. It’s been a challenging time for retailers. Last year, we had to work our way through the tariffs. The year before, we had to work our
way through the border tax that was being proposed. We thought we had blue skies ahead of us back in March, and all of a sudden COVID came on so
strong.
And then last week, we thought we had blue skies again. And unfortunately, what the company is going through right now, hopefully everybody will pull
together and things will get back to normal or whatever the new normal is. And I think that, look, people are – this has been a tough couple of months for
the country. I mean, as Americans we’re not used to being quarantine, we’re not used to being that curfewed. And Americans like that realm; they like to be
free. And hopefully, everybody will get that feeling back and the country will come together and do the
right thing.
Matt McClintock- Raymond James & Associates Analyst: I really appreciate the color. Thank you
Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: For acquisitions, both brands and channels have, just like our productivity, have exceeded
our expectations. We’ve seen an increase in new customer acquisitions, as well as customers migrating and shopping online with us for the first time during
this crisis, both numbers were far above what we had planned them to be.
Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Kate Fitzsimmons with RBC Capital Markets. Please proceed with your question.

Kate Fitzsimmons – RBC Capital Markets Analyst: Hi. Good morning, everyone. This is Jared on for Kate. Thanks for taking our questions. I guess just
curious about – with the new layers of the fulfillment services and those extra distribution centers, what’s the right way to think about the SG&A impact
from that? And then I guess bigger picture, as stores reopened, how do you think we should be forecasting out that SG&A dollar growth maybe in just like a
longer term timeline? Thanks.
Michael Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Hey Jared. This is Mike. I can take that. The DC costs or the cost from
our 3PL’s, I’m not expecting as those get up and running and ramped up at the transaction level costs will be that substantially different than our own DCs,
and that is in our buying occupancy and warehousing costs not on SG&A. So, just making sure you have it in the right bucket there.
As far as stores reopening, I mean, obviously our SG&A dollars being down in the first quarter had a lot to do with stores being closed and the furlough of
our associates. We’re really excited to get all these folks back to work here in the second quarter. But, as we said, only about half our stores were reopened
as of today. So from a cost perspective, we’re still going to see a benefit in the second quarter as that continues, that ramp up continues between, this month
and through July.
In general right now, in the second quarter, as we pivoted on cash preservation mode and start to look at our controllable discretionary expenses for the
balance of the year, the second quarter is where we will see some of those other benefits of some of those costs that are even outside of stores.
Right now in our plans, dollars are down for the year and we expect them to be down for the year even in the back half, some of that’s going to have some
variable nature to it as we see how sales materialize, which is definitely still uncertain. So from a leverage or deleverage or just a rate of sale perspective, I
think the top line is really going to dictate that. But as of right now, our plans have dollars down for the year.
Kate Fitzsimmons – RBC Capital Markets Analyst: Thanks guys.
Operator: Thank you. Our next question comes from the line of Janet Kloppenburg with JJK Research. Please proceed with your question.
Janet J. Kloppenburg – JJK Research Analyst: Good morning, everyone. And congrats on the progress being made and all the good work being put in
place. I wanted to ask Chad, if you could talk a little bit about the American Eagle assortments read last time we saw your chat and January, you were a
little concerned near term about the top assortments. And I was just wondering what changes have been made and what your view is about progress there?
And for Jen, given the momentum of new business, I was wondering if you could talk about your inventory levels and your ability to fulfill in the second
quarter? And lastly, just for Jay, as we look forward into the second half, what your view would be on the outlook for comp store productivity improvement
in light of what might be a challenging macro environment? Thank you.
Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Global Brand President – AE Brand: So, we are – obviously a difficult time to redirect trend lines
but as I think you’ve heard through this whole call, we’ve been really pleased with the resilience of our customer and the demand for the brand. And we
have seen –even going into the stores closing, we started to really see the turnaround that I was looking for in women’s tops.
And we continue to see strength in that category, even in this time. And then we’re starting to see some of that also take shape in men.
So we’ve really taken – you’ve heard from this whole team, we’ve really taken the last 10 or 12 weeks to focus on our future strategy, to make sure that we
have the best manners going into fall. We’ve been liquidating a lot of the seasonal merchandise with the intention of exciting our customers with clean new
goods heading into fall. And I couldn’t be more excited about the jeans assortment. As you know, we work all year to make sure that we’re going to have
the best jeans every back-to-school. And with the Women’s Dream Jeans and men’s AirFlex plus,

I’m confident that the customer will respond positively there.
And then in tops, we’ve really worked hard to focus on what’s right in this environment and making sure that we have the softest tops that were focused on
key items, that those items outfit back – perfectly back to our jeans, where demand has remained strong.
And so, both in men and women’s, we thought we’re seeing strong momentum in those category. And we were really confident in the newness that we’re
delivering for back-to-school. So there’s still uncertainty as to how the business will play out through the fall. But as Michael said, our intention is to drive
profitability above the sales line, with focused assortments, focused inventory and great newness for our customers.
Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Global Brand President – Aerie: Our inventory, they’re right in line where we should be, considering
some of our non-comp stores as well. In fact, as we open up some of our new stores. We have about 77 stores that are about to open today, again, depending
on what’s happening out there. But, in total, we’ll have about 77. We’ve been gradually opening up in non-risk area. But going back to the inventory, when
I say that, even some of those stores, because they’ve been filling box demand as well, they’re looking for more inventory, so we have – we’re right in line.
Our clearance levels are down, our presentation levels are up in a very healthy way, based on that flow strategy I talked about. Again and thinking about the
non-comp stores and what our inventory looks like. We’re right in line and we have been actually pulling in inventory for demand – for direct.
I didn’t mention this on my prior response, but we also have a Summer pre-delivery that’s coming in. That’s phenomenal. It’s an amazing delivery. I
couldn’t be more excited about it. Direct needs it right now. And, yeah, I think, you’re going to see on the go forward, we’re going to be right in line. I
mentioned, I love where our markdown rates came in, down to last year. Our margins came in higher than last year, which is obviously an indicator of the
health of our business. So, yeah and the only thing I would add on is, as we pushed out – we did push out some receipts to make sure we were being
responsible as we didn’t know what the environment was going to look like as we opened-up stores. Because of some of the businesses and how well
they’re doing, we actually have been using our liabilities up as well. So, we’ve gone back out and purchased back into a lot of our receipts for the
back-to-school house, again, in a very healthy and responsible way.
Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: Hi, Janet. This is Jay. You asked me a question. It’s a – personally, I think our merchandise
for American Eagle and Aerie look great for back-to-school and for the holiday season that I’d seen so far. I mean really looks outstanding, so I’m very
optimistic. My goal is that our cash positions should get back to where it was last year before we took on the additional debt. That’s number one goal, but at
the same time, I’m the just hopeful and I’m praying that this COVID-19 doesn’t grow anymore and the country could get back to a more stable.
Assuming all that happens, we are very optimistic, but I learned one thing in the last 10 weeks. Things change fast. It goes up; it goes down. You have to be
agile, you have to be flexible and you have to be able to adjust right away. And one thing I’m proud is that my team, our team, our company did adjust right
way. So, when the crisis took place, we formed a task team right way.
I can’t emphasize the task team that we put together right away and how on a daily basis, we had updates and we were the first back in the mall — the first
week, the first thing we did was to protect our associates immediately, how do we make it safe for everybody and now we knew that things may not be
normal, how do we rearrange our stores; and in that first week, we had teams out when the malls were closed, playing and rearranging the stores to figure
out what does it take to make our associates safe and the customer safe.
So, we have to have that flexibility. So, I learned one thing. Whatever plans I make, got to change it right away. We got to be very flexible. We have a great
team that’s really a nimble and here we’re having this call right now and we’re in five, six different places.
And we haven’t seen each other in person. We’re seeing each other every day on the Zoom. Thank God we have this great technology. Without this
technology, we couldn’t operate the company the way we are. Thank God for the technology and thank God for the team that we built that we do have this
technology.

So, I’m very optimistic that we have the right team.
Operator: Thank you. Our next question comes from the line of Susan Anderson with B. Riley FBR. Please proceed with your question.
Susan Anderson – B. Riley FBR, Inc. Analyst: Hi, good morning. Thanks for taking my questions. Nice job managing the quarter. I was curious, have
you seen any of the demand change in terms of the product categories as consumers come back into the stores and things starting to open up. Are you seeing
at all a shift into other products besides the lounge and comfy and activewear?
And then I’m curious have you seen any of those new customers actually come into the stores just yet? And then, Mike, one question for you just on the
gross margin, how are thinking about the second quarter? Are you expecting significantly worse promotions in the environment out there? Thanks.
Michael Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Hi. Yeah, in American Eagle I think it’s important to realize that even
while stores were closed across, we’ve seen terrific demand across jeans and shorts and some of the categories that – when you read the articles out there,
they say people aren’t buying, but they’ve been buying from us. And with stores reopening and with the weather breaking, we’ve seen terrific demand
across short.
So, I think looking demand across the full assortment, we did see especially strong demand and some of the nets and sort of more lounge, or more at-home
type apparel. And so we will make sure that we have a good balance going into back-to-school on fall.
But we are seeing strong demand even across our constructed clothes, which I think just speaks certain things of our genes, and our shorts really speaks just
to the fact that we have the most innovative most comfortable product out there, you can lounge, or be on your Webex calls from a pair of leggings, or you
can be just as comfortable on a pair of leggings from American Eagle, and I think that’s something our customers recognize and something they’ll still
come to us for.
Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CEO: Yeah, I can follow-up with the gross margin question. So, Susan, I think really when the
pandemic started, we obviously went right to liquidation mode, our number one goal being clean as we get through summer and the back-to-school, as we
said. So our assortments are seasonally appropriate.
As we’ve exceeded our plans, and one with the digital acceleration and getting through units really through the first quarter and then the next continued in
May, we’ve actually been able to increase our AURs and be less promotional so far in the second quarter.
We can’t predict a promotional environment in total for the remainder of the last couple of months in Q2, but right now, we see our plans that we don’t
think gross margin is going to be anywhere near the 5% that we reported in the first quarter. I mean, you can imagine that having the pivot mid-March
combination of liquidate goods, store revenue exceeding – the decline from last year exceeding over $300 million in the first quarter. And then the
inventory provision of $60 million that we took in the quarter was really all resulted in that 5%, we did not see that being anywhere near that low in the
second quarter.
That’s not the only thing that’s consistent is that we expense our normal level of rent in the first quarter. We’ll do that again in the second quarter, but both
top line growth, we expect to significantly exceed Q1. And then there’s other components, any inventory provision if there is, one, will be definitely lower
than that $60 million. And right now, based on what we’re seeing on our week-to-week plans, we don’t expect a lot of margin pressure right now in the
second quarter.

Judy Meehan - American Eagle Outfitters Inc. – VP, IR: Okay. Melissa we have time for one more quick question.
Operator: Thank you. Our final question will come from the line of Kimberly Greenberger with Morgan Stanley. Please proceed with your question.
Kimberly Greenberger – Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC Analyst: Great. Thank you so much. I had a follow up question on inventory. And I understand
that there was a very prudent write-down in the dollars on the balance sheet. But if you could comment on the unit growth year-overyear at the end of Q1,
that would be helpful?
And then in terms of the SG&A cuts, could you just help us understand what an annualized SG&A savings might be in terms of the actions that you’ve
taken over the last three months. If you can quantify the permanent savings in SG&A as opposed to those that are temporary and related to the store closure
that will come back into the P&L once stores reopen that would be helpful. Thanks so much?
Michael Mathias – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Chief Financial Officer: Thanks, Kimberly. I think I’ll handle the SG&A question first. As
prepared or said in our opening remarks, we executed about $225 million of overall reductions to our full year plans to this point majority of that was
SG&A and yes it’s a mix of fixed and variable expenses obviously store furloughs and continued savings in the second quarter around store related costs,
we continue to open stores in the second quarter. So those pieces were somewhat temporary, but there are other areas, when we kick into cash preservation
mode for the rest of the year, really starting the second quarter and through the balance those efforts on other controllable and discretionary expenses are
things that will be permanent.
I’d say, I think there’s a balance of what’s fixed and variable out there now, really no expense is sacred in our mindset. So I think as we look forward to
these backup plans, I don’t want to put a percentage to it, but definitely elements of that $225 million that will be, will carry forward beyond, beyond this
year.
And from an inventory perspective, the question if it was a unit at the end of the quarter? I guess the way of maybe I’ll answer that is, inventory was down
at the end of the quarter, we’re down 8% on a cost basis. Our plans go forward have us down in the low double-digits from here. That’s our projection for
the end of the second quarter right now and then as we set up plans for the back half, we are going to be in chase mode just because of the uncertainty of our
topline results right now and everybody out there saying the same thing about not having a crystal ball and predicting what that’s going to look like, but
we’re setting up, cost receipts to be down in that same low double digit range with the ability to chase.
So I think we’re setting ourselves up to intelligently and strategically to chase the business as we see it come in the back half and not being overly bullish,
but as Jay said, we do believe there’s some market share opportunity out there we’re looking at advantageously. And we’re setting up the flow of our
inventory to chase it versus setting ourselves up in a risky situation.
Judy Meehan - American Eagle Outfitters Inc. – VP, IR: All right, thank you everybody that concludes our call today, we’ll be around for follow ups
throughout the day. Thanks. Bye, bye.
Operator: Thank you. This concludes today’s teleconference. You may disconnect your lines at this time. Thank you for your participation. And have a
wonderful day.

